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Abstract— Cloud computing is an emerging paradigm during 

which resources of the computing infrastructure can be able 

to share over the web. As this paradigm even have several 

challenges for information security and access management 

when users outsource their sensitive information in cloud 

servers. Secure and economical information sharing in Cloud 

with single key size uses Key mixture cryptosystem. That 

could be a public-key cryptosystem that manufacture 

constant-size cipher texts for any set of secret key and create 

them compatible as single key as alternative information in 

cloud remains confidential. The limitation is that the amount 

of cipher text categories and also the constant key size that 

makes the key certain and information is unsecure. In this 

paper, the KAC-UC (KAC with unbounded Cipher text 

classes) theme is planned, in which the amount of cipher text 

categories in cloud storage is unbounded and also the cipher 

text categories may be extended by increasing the public and 

passkey pair. The Variable size secret is been accustomed 

securely share information that avoids the matter of being 

attacked and provides complexness for estimate the key. 

Additionally, the ordered search is included to search the 

required information that's decrypted at the receiver aspect.     
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Distributed computing give an approach to store and share 

information as administration over the web. It empowers a 

few information sharing abilities and gives a bounteous of 

advantages to the cloud clients. There is an expansion in the 

utilization of cloud in a few associations to expand their 

information sharing endeavors and to lessen their upkeep 

costs. Information sharing is a critical usefulness in 

distributed storage. So it is essential that sharing of 

information between the clients ought to be effective and 

secure. It is been acknowledged that information encryption 

gives a superior answer for this issue. This can be actualized 

in cloud framework by a few cryptosystem plans that 

utilization encryption and decoding for information to be 

shared safely. A cryptosystem is a couple of calculations 

which has a few encryption and decoding calculations n. 

Encryption is a procedure of changing over plaintext into 

figure content utilizing an encryption key. Unscrambling is a 

procedure of changing over figure content into the plaintext 

utilizing decoding key. There are two sorts of cryptosystems 

accessible for sharing of information in distributed 

computing, they are  

1) Symmetric Key Cryptosystem  

2) Asymmetric Key Cryptosystem 

Symmetric Key Cryptosystem utilizes single key for 

both encryption and decoding. In this when the information 

should be started, the mystery key need to share to outsider. 

This is dependably not alluring. Asymetric Key 

Cryptosystem otherwise called Public key cryptosystem is the 

answer for the previously mentioned issue as it utilizes 

distinctive keys for encryption and unscrambling. This gives 

greater adaptability for the information sharing. For instance, 

if Alice needs to share a portion of her photographs with Bob 

yet other ought to stay secret. She have just encoded every 

one of her information before transferring to cloud so it is 

conceivable to send the mystery key for all the scrambled 

information or key for chosen particular record. Clearly 

sending key for the particular arrangement of documents is 

the best arrangement. Notwithstanding, as considered the key 

size is likewise critical for sharing the information in cloud. 

To impart the arrangement of information to a solitary key, 

Key Aggregate Cryptosystem is utilized. The Key Aggregate 

Cryptosystem utilizes a solitary total key to share the chose 

set of information and others stay private. The arrangement 

of information are chosen from the quantity of made figure 

content classes by the information proprietor. A solitary total 

key is created for a chose set of information. This key is send 

by means of a protected email to the recipient to get to the 

mutual information.  

In this paper, the KAC-UC (KAC with Unbounded 

Cipher content classes) plot is proposed, in which the quantity 

of figure content classes in distributed storage is unbounded 

and the figure content classes can be reached out by growing 

general society and ace key combine. The Variable size key 

is been utilized to safely share information that maintains a 

strategic distance from the issue of being assaulted and gives 

intricacy to speculating the mystery key. Likewise, the 

arranged inquiry is incorporated to look through the required 

information that is decoded at the beneficiary side.  

Distributed computing is a developing worldview in 

which assets of the figuring framework can have the capacity 

to share over the web. As this worldview likewise have 

numerous difficulties for information security and access 

control when clients re-appropriate their touchy information 

in cloud servers. Secure and Efficient Data partaking in Cloud 

with single key size uses Key Aggregate cryptosystem (KAC) 

which is an open key cryptosystem that deliver consistent size 

figure writings for any arrangement of mystery key and make 

them perfect as single key as other information in cloud stays 

private. The constraint is that the quantity of figure content 

classes and the steady key size that makes the mystery key 

unsurprising and information is unbound. 

II. RELATED WORK 

This section we compare our basic KAC scheme with other 

possible solutions on sharing in secure cloud storage. We 

summarize our comparisons in Table 1. 3.1 Cryptographic 

Keys for a Predefined Hierarchy We start by discussing the 

most relevant study in the literature of cryptography/security. 
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Cryptographic key assignment schemes, aim to 4 Decryption 

key size Ciphertext size Encryption type Key assignment 

schemes most likely non-constant constant symmetric or 

public-key for a predefined hierarchy (e.g., [7]) (depends on 

the hierarchy) Symmetric-key encryption with Compact Key 

(e.g., [8]) constant constant symmetric-key IBE with 

Compact Key (e.g., [9]) constant non-constant public-key 

Attribute-Based Encryption (e.g., [10]) non-constant constant 

public-key KAC constant constant public-key TABLE 1 

Comparisons between our basic KAC scheme and other 

related schemes Fig. 2. Using KAC for data sharing in cloud 

storage minimize the expense in storing and managing secret 

keys for general cryptographic use. Utilizing a tree structure, 

a key for a given branch can be used to derive the keys of its 

descendant nodes (but not the other way round). Just granting 

the parent key implicitly grants all the keys of its descendant 

nodes. Bryan Sullivan [10] proposed a method to generate a 

tree hierarchy of symmetrickeys by using repeated 

evaluations of pseudorandom function/block-cipher on a 

fixed secret. The concept can be generalized from a tree to a 

graph. More advanced cryptographic key assignment 

schemes support access policy that can be modeled by an 

acyclic graph or a cyclic graph  [7]. Most of these schemes 

produce keys for symmetric-key cryptosystems, even though 

the key derivations may require modular arithmetic as used 

in public-key cryptosystems, which are generally more 

expensive than “symmetric-key operations” such as 

pseudorandom function. We take the tree structure as an 

example. Alice can first classify the ciphertext classes 

according to their subjects like Each node in the tree 

represents a secret key, while the leaf nodes represents the 

keys for individual ciphertext classes. Filled circles represent 

the keys for the classes to be delegated and circles 

circumvented by dotted lines represent the keys to be granted. 

Note that every key of the non-leaf node can derive the keys 

of its descendant nodes.  Compact key is not always possible 

for a fixed hierarchy In  if Alice wants to share all the files in 

the “personal” category, she only needs to grant the key for 

the node “personal”, which automatically grants the delegate 

the keys of all the descendant nodes (“photo”, “music”). This 

is the ideal case, where most classes to be shared belong to 

the same branch and thus a parent key of them is sufficient. 

However, it is still difficult for general cases. As shown in if 

Alice shares her demo music at work 

(“work”→“confidential”→“demo”) with a colleague who 

also has the rights to see some of her personal data, what she 

can do is to give more keys, which leads to an increase in the 

total key size. One can see that this approach is not flexible 

when the classifications are more complex and she wants to 

share different sets of files to different people. For this 

delegatee in our example, the number of granted secret keys 

becomes the same as the number of classes. In general, 

hierarchical approaches can solve the problem partially if one 

intends to share all files under a certain branch in the 

hierarchy. On average, the number of keys increases with the 

number of branches. It is unlikely to come up with a hierarchy 

that can save the number of total keys to be granted for all 

individuals (which can access a different set of leaf-nodes) 

simultaneously. 3.2 Compact Key in Symmetric-Key 

Encryption Motivated by the same problem of supporting 

flexible hierarchy in decryption power delegation (but in 

symmetric-key setting), Benaloh et al. [8] presented an 

encryption scheme which is originally proposed for concisely 

transmitting large number of keys in broadcast scenario [18]. 

The construction is simple and we briefly 5 review its key 

derivation process here for a concrete description of what are 

the desirable properties we want to achieve. The derivation of 

the key for a set of classes (which is a subset of all possible 

ciphertext classes) is as follows. A composite modulus N = p 

· q is chosen where p and q are two large random primes. A 

mastersecret key Y is chosen at random from Z ∗ N . Each 

class is associated with a distinct prime ei . All these prime 

numbers can be put in the public system parameter5 A 

constant-size key for set S 0 can be generated (with the 

knowledge of φ(N)) as kS0 = Y 1/ Q j∈S0 (ej ) mod N. For 

those who have been delegated the access rights for S where 

S 0 ⊂ S, kS0 can be computed by k Q j∈S\S0 (ej ) S . As a 

concrete example, a key for classes represented by e1, e2, e3 

can be generated as Y 1/(e1·e2·e3) , from which each of Y 

1/e1 , Y 1/e2 , Y 1/e3 can easily be derived (while providing 

no information about keys for any other class, say, e4). This 

approach achieves similar properties and performances as our 

schemes. However, it is designed for the symmetric-key 

setting instead. The encryptor needs to get the corresponding 

secret keys to encrypt data, which is not suitable for many 

applications. Since their method is used to generate a secret 

value rather than a pair of public/secret keys, it is unclear how 

to apply this idea for public-key encryption scheme. Finally, 

we note that there are schemes which try to reduce the key 

size for achieving authentication in symmetric-key 

encryption. However, sharing of decryption power is not a 

concern in these schemes. 3.3 Compact Key in Identity-Based 

Encryption Identity-based encryption (IBE) is a type of 

public-key encryption in which the public-key of a user can 

be set as an identity-string of the user (e.g., an email address). 

There is a trusted party called private key generator (PKG) in 

IBE which holds a master-secret key and issues a secret key 

to each user with respect to the user identity. The encryptor 

can take the public parameter and a user identity to encrypt a 

message. The recipient can decrypt this cipher text by his 

secret key. Goo et al. [9] tried to build IBE with key 

aggregation. One of their schemes  assumes random oracles 

but another [9] does not. In their schemes, key aggregation is 

constrained in the sense that all keys to be aggregated must 

come from different “identity divisions”. While there are an 

exponential number of identities and thus secret keys, only a 

polynomial number of them can be aggregated. Most 

importantly, their key-aggregation  [9] comes at the expense 

of O(n) sizes for both ciphertexts and the public parameter, 

where n is the number of secret keys which can be aggregated 

into a constant size one. This greatly increases the costs of 

storing and transmitting ciphertexts, which is impractical in 

many situations such as shared cloud storage. As 5. Another 

way to do this is to apply hash function to the string denoting 

the class, and keep hashing repeatedly until a prime is 

obtained as the output of the hash function. we mentioned, 

our schemes feature constant ciphertext size, and their 

security holds in the standard model. In fuzzy IBE one single 

compact secret key can decrypt ciphertexts encrypted under 

many identities which are close in a certain metric space, but 

not for an arbitrary set of identities and therefore it does not 

match with our idea of key aggregation.  Other Encryption 
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Schemes Attribute-based encryption (ABE) [10] allows each 

ciphertext to be associated with an attribute, and the master-

secret key holder can extract a secret key for a policy of these 

attributes so that a ciphertext can be decrypted by this key if 

its associated attribute conforms to the policy. For example, 

with the secret key for the policy (2 ∨ 3 ∨ 6 ∨ 8), one can 

decrypt ciphertext tagged with class 2, 3, 6 or 8. However, the 

major concern in ABE is collusion-resistance but not the 

compactness of secret keys. Indeed, the size of the key often 

increases linearly with the number of attributes it 

encompasses, or the ciphertext-size is not constant. To 

delegate the decryption power of some ciphertexts without 

sending the secret key to the delegatee, a useful primitive is 

proxy re-encryption (PRE) . A PRE scheme allows Alice to 

delegate to the server (proxy) the ability to convert the 

ciphertexts encrypted under her public-key into ones for Bob. 

PRE is well known to have numerous applications including 

cryptographic file system . Nevertheless, Alice has to trust the 

proxy that it only converts ciphertexts according to her 

instruction, which is what we want to avoid at the first place. 

Even worse, if the proxy colludes with Bob, some form of 

Alice’s secret key can be recovered which can decrypt Alice’s 

(convertible) ciphertexts without Bob’s further help. That 

also means that the transformation key of proxy should be 

well protected. Using PRE just moves the secure key storage 

requirement from the delegatee to the proxy. It is thus 

undesirable to let the proxy reside in the storage server. That 

will also be inconvenient since every decryption requires 

separate interaction with the proxy. 

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

 Setup(1µ , n): executed by the data owner to setup an 

account on an untrusted server. On input a security level 

parameter µ and the number of cipher text classes n (i.e., 

class index should be an integer ranges from 1 to n), it 

outputs the public system parameter, which is neglected 

from the input of the other algorithms for shortness.  

 Key Generate: executed by the data owner to randomly 

generate a public and master-secret key pair (pk, msk).  

 (pk, i, m): executed by anybody who wants to encrypt 

data. With inputs pk (public-key), i(index) denotes the 

cipher text class, and along with m( message), it 

computes the output cipher text C. 

 Extract(msk, S): executed by the data owner for giving 

the decrypting power for a certain set of cipher text 

classes to a data consumer. On giving the input master-

secret key 

 (msk) and set of indices(S) corresponds to different 

classes, it provides the single aggregate key for set S 

denoted by Ks. 

 Decrypt(Ks, S, i, C): executed by a data consumer who 

received an aggregate key Ks generated by Extract. On 

input Ks, the set S, an index i indicating the cipher text 

class the cipher text C belongs to, and C, it outputs the 

decrypted message m if i belongs to S.  

 The drawback in the KAC scheme is that in the Setup 

phase the number of cipher text classes is a limited one 

which is fixed as n. This will limits the extension of 

cipher text classes if the data owner wants to extend his 

cipher text classes in future. So KAC-UC is proposed to 

solve this problem, which provides unbounded cipher 

text classes. The cipher text classes can be extended by 

expanding the public and master key pair. Also the 

constant size key can be hacked by brute force attack [10] 

and so a variable size key is a better solution to escape 

from this attack. 

IV. APPLICATION ARCHITECTURE 

We present another kind of open key encryption with 

unbounded figure content classes with a variable size key. In 

KAC-UC the information is encoded with open key and a one 

of a kind identifier of figure content class. The ace mystery 

key is kept up for each figure content classes and utilized for 

extraction of key. In past work the figure content classes are 

restricted and the key size stay same as simple for aggressors 

to break the key. Furthermore, different plans like ABE that 

builds the expense for putting away in increment in 

characteristic, in IBE key conglomeration is constrained that 

all keys must from various personality divisions and 

intermediary Re-Encryption needs intermediary to re-

scramble the information with mystery enter in which 

intermediary isn't trusted. We propose KAC-UC plot that 

gives a solitary key to total arrangement of information and 

furthermore incorporates an expand module that gives 

another mystery and ace key combine for the expansion of 

figure content classes. Variable size key is utilized for giving 

a protected mystery key, i.e., it gives diverse measured key 

for each arrangement of various encryption in the cloud.  

Presenting an uncommon sort of open key encryption which 

we call key-total cryptosystem (KAC). In KAC, clients 

scramble a message under an open key, as well as under an 

identifier of figure content called class. The key proprietor 

holds an ace mystery called ace mystery key, which can be 

utilized to separate mystery keys for various classes. All the 

more critically, the concentrate key can be a total key which 

is reduced as a mystery key for a solitary class, yet totals the 

intensity of numerous such keys, i.e., the decoding power for 

any subset of figure content classes. Structure: Following are 

diverse system movement perform for executing KAC 

encryption;  

1) Step 1: The information proprietor setup people in 

general framework parameter by means of Setup.  

2) Step 2: It produces an open/asymmetric key combine by 

means of Key Gen. 

3) Step 3: Messages is scrambled through Encrypt.  

4) Step 4: Cipher content class is related with the plaintext 

message which is to be encoded.  

5) Step 5: The information proprietor utilizes the ace 

mystery to produce a total decoding key for a lot of figure 

content classes by means of Extract. 

6) Step 6: The produced keys is passed to delegates safely 

through secure messages or secure channels. 

7) Step 7: Receiver with a total key unscrambles any figure 

content gave that the figure writings class is contained in 

the total key. 
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V. ALGORITHM ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

 
Fig. 1: Home 

 
Fig. 2: View Users 

 
Fig. 3: View Owners 

 
Fig. 4: View Requests 

 
Fig. 5: Upload File 

 
Fig. 6: View Requests 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In numerous cryptographic plans, the quantity of keys shared 

for a solitary application is many, which is awkward for the 

clients. In our proposed work, the private keys are compacted 

into a solitary key which is progressively secure and helpful 

to use at the beneficiary side. Likewise the quantity of figure 

content classes are boundless which gives progressively 

helpful to the information proprietor to isolate the 

information sharing to the beneficiaries. 
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